
A Review of Robot Trading
By Cynthia Macy

Burned out on trading but still a forex junkie?

Why should you have to lose sleep to trade when the robot 
never sleeps and can trade all day and all nite for you!

Get Lazy!  It's ok! 

 Let a Robot Trade For You!

Robots are HOT!  They are the Future and the Future is NOW!
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I have become fascinated with the idea of Robots trading for me! I no longer
have to spend hours at my pc, falling asleep when I really need to be sleeping,
and wearing my poor eyes out from staring at charts, and I can now actually
have a life!!!

Seriously, if you are getting burned out on trading but are still addicted, you 
might want to try one of these Robots. I am using several of them and am 
enjoying them very much and they are acting wonderfully. Some other Robots I 
have heard good things about and thought I would include them.

There are literally hundreds of Robots available on the net, mostly in forums, but
without a good word-of-mouth recommendation or seeing screenshots of live
charts, I wouldn't try them. But when you do buy one, and you should, make
sure you demo test it for several weeks before you go live.

Robots, otherwise known as Expert Advisors or EAs, are traded using the Meta
Trader 4 (MT4) trading platform.

A Robot is a mechanical trading system written in the MQL-4 programming
language and is designed to automate trading activities on the Meta Trader 4
platform. Expert advisors can be programmed to alert you of a trading
opportunity and can also trade your account automatically managing all aspects
of trading operations, from sending orders directly to your broker's server, to
automatically adjusting stop losses, trailing stops and take profit levels.

Expert Advisors are all unique and different in the rules they follow to enter and
exit the market. Expert Advisors eliminate emotional trading decisions that
cripple novice trading accounts. Serious investors enjoy a very strict trading
system that has unmatched discipline. The Expert Advisor is designed to
evaluate more parameters at the same time than any human could possibly do
and react quicker than we can blink an eye.

Expert Advisors make use of technical indicators in order to assess market
conditions and make trading decisions. 

In order for the Expert Advisor to work, it must be attached to an individual chart 
on the MetaTrader 4 Forex trading platform. An MT-4 Expert Advisor can take 
into consideration dozens of different factors in an instant in order to decide what 
to do next. This ability to consider such a broad range of price influencing 
factors, coupled with the discipline of a mechanical trading system devoid of 
emotion, leads to a very successful trading combination.
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MT4 Trading Terminal

MT4 is a server-based trading platform that takes online trading to all new
levels and provides everyone with new profiting possibilities. MT4 possesses
a powerful, easy-to-learn programming language called MQL. Using this
language, you can create custom trade strategies, indicators, automate
strategies or trading systems and scripts. Expert Advisors can analyze the
situation on the market, make decisions, put on pending orders, and open
positions in on-line mode without trader's participation.

Here’s a picture of a MT4 trading platform:

You download a special file and then “attach” the file or Robot or Expert Advisor
(EA) to your MT4 trading platform. Don’t worry, when you buy a Robot, the
programmer/author will give you instructions.

An Expert Advisor will automatically open and close positions for you when
attached to the MetaTrader 4 trading platform *.

Designed to run 24 x 5 ½, this amounts to basically having software that opens
and closes currency trades in the Foreign Exchange market for you without
human intervention. You can see the action live as it happens, it is truly amazing!

Here’s a picture of an Expert Advisor cranking out money from a trading
platform:
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Well, actually, this makes it look like a person is doing the work, but in reality, the
Robot or EA is doing the work for you! You can be sleeping, at work, on the golf
course or at the beach, he will work tirelessly for you as long as the market is
open and your pc is connected to the internet.

Prerequisites:

1) A Computer with internet access that has a UPS backup

2) MetaTrader Version 4.0.

3) A trading account (demo or real) with a broker that supports the MT4
platform and micro mini lots.*

4) A Virtual Personal Server or VPS is highly recommended if you even 
occasionally experience internet or electrical outages or if you don't want to run 
your pc or laptop 24 x 5 ½ days a week.

I also have videos of how to set up and manage a VPS on my robot support site.

Ok, now not every brokerage offers the MT4 trading platform. If you aren’t sure
if your brokerage offers it, you should email or call them or look on their website.

* I use BBFX  as my IB to get me great deals with FXDD and FXCM, which is 
now an ECN with a MT4 platform...if interested, please visit my website at:

http://www.cynthia-recommends.info/robotsupport.php

* I have also become an Introducing Broker (IB) at FXPRO which also offers the 
mt4 platform and you can trade currencies, futures, metals and stocks.  You can 
read about FXPRO on my other website:
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http://www.cynthia-recommends.info/forget_forex_trading.htm

Most EAs don’t work very well and it’s hard to test all of them of course, but with
some first-hand feedback from trading friends and my own demo and live
trading, I’ve found a few that I feel comfortable enough to recommend. When
using a trading robot, you proceed at your own risk! But by setting up on a free
demo account you will be able to see a Robot in action before you risk a single
penny.

NFA and CTFC Required Disclaimer: Trading in the Foreign Exchange market is 
a challenging opportunity where above average returns are available for 
educated and experienced investors who are willing to take above average risk. 
However, before deciding to participate in Foreign Exchange (FX) trading, you 
should carefully consider your investment objectives, level of experience and risk 
appetite. Do not invest money you cannot afford to lose.

Here is my current list of favorite Robots.
Revised 5-22-09

2008 has seen some very profitable and safe robots come onto 
the marketplace.  So far, 2009 has been a very good year!  I have 

more robots running profitably than at any other time.

You can go to the websites and read about the unique features 
and trading logic, account requirements and payment methods 
for each EA.  As I test new robots and like them, or hear from 

trading friends about ones they have found profitable, I'll revise 
this review from time to time and include them. If anything stops 
working, I'll downgrade it or remove it.   If you find one you like 
somewhere else, please email me about it so I can demo test it.

These robots are listed in the order of my preference:
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A.   The Robominer EA

THIS IS A NO-LOSS EA!

This is a simple grid EA, which earns between 6-16%/mo.  Watch the video on 
my website!   It is nicknamed "The Retirement EA" because it's so safe you can 
let it trade your retirement account safely, stress-free.

You can trade it starting with $2,000 with 0.01 micro mini lots on one of these 
two pairs:   Aud/Nzd or Eur/Chf.   If you have $3500, you can trade both pairs.

It is ideal for a beginner who has not had a lot of forex trading experience. Other 
than the unlock code, there are only 3 settings that are relevant to the day to day 
operation, and they are set by default, so that it is possible to run the EA right out 
of the box.  It couldn't be simpler for beginners!

You can download the free unlimited demo EA and the manual here:

http://www.daytradeforex.com/recommends-RobominerEA.htm

This is NOT a hedging EA and is not affected by the new May 15 NFA non-
hedging rule for US brokers  .  

B.  The M5G Cyborg EA

New M5G Cyborg EA Makes Over 144% Profit In 
Just 60 Days! 

Very new on the market, it is perfect for those with small accounts and who don't 
want a scalping EA.  It has almost perfect trades with a 30 pip take profit.  I've 
been demo testing this thru many upgrades since last summer and I've been live 
trading it since December '08.  The trend detection is uncanny and it has very 
low drawdowns.  Take a look at the Trading Results webpage:

http://www.cynthia-recommends.info/M5G_CyborgEA.htm

This is NOT a hedging EA and is not affected by the new May 15 NFA non-
hedging rule for US brokers.
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C.   The Magic Machine

This EA really knows how to follow a trend!  When it wins it wins big.   

I call it the Magic Money Machine!  

Here's my own live demo account started on May 13, it's more than doubled the 
account in less than 10 days!

If you want big profits, then check it out:
CLICK HERE to visit the Magic Money Machine Website! 

TIP: the backend advanced version is definitely worth it!  

This is NOT a hedging EA and is not affected by the new May 15 NFA non-
hedging rule for US brokers.

D.  The Euro-Blaster EA

This baby trades only the EurUsd in a 5 min chart....but, it isn't a scalper!  It can 
follow a trend and catch huge pips!

Here's the live stats page:
http://136Patrick.mt4stats.com

Click HERE to visit the website, it's only $89!

NOTE:  this EA can sometimes have open opposing trades which would be 
closed out as hedges in a U.S. brokerage.  Best to trade this one at an 
offshore brokerage.  CLICK HERE to read about my favorite offshore 
brokerage.
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E.  The MegaDroid EA

What I like best about it:
1. Is The First Robot That Is A True MULTI-MARKET Condition Performer

2. Is truly Undetectable By ANY Forex Broker

3. Trades infrequently but has a very high win ratio

I bought this EA on Friday April 10 and have started several demo accounts on 
different brokerage platforms.....in the meantime, my friend Suzanna purchased 
a week before I did and I'm showing her stats on IBFX:
http://suzannaibfx.mt4stats.com

This EA can be used on unlimited demo accounts but only on one live account. 
The pdf guide is the best I've seen to teach beginners how to set up an EA and 
also how to do a backtest.
It doesn't trade every day but the win ratio is extremely high...so crank up that 
risk level to make the lot sizes big!
The price is still only $97, CLICK HERE to order now before it goes up!

This is NOT a hedging EA and is not affected by the new May 15 NFA non-
hedging rule for US brokers.

F.  Forex Crusher

This EA trades the EurUsd in a 4 hour chart using the Demark Triangle Breakout 
indicator to catch the large trends. It has large gains and small losses.
Trades great with a small or large account.  Crusher = 2700+ pips in two weeks!
Here's a live demo statement that refreshes every four hours:
Statement: 6366597 - Cynthia Crusher start 3-23-09 $1000

Follow along and watch how it closes huge trends with only the default settings. 
It uses very long trailing stops to capture the big trends.
As of April 26, the account is $2,361.15, so it's more than doubled the account in 
one month with little drawdown and only a few small losing trades.
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Set File Tip: I'm using default settings, but under the TP4, there is a Trailing 
Stop that I've now set at 50 and I've made the BreakEven 30.  Please 
experiment and demo test before going live.

Trading Tip:  if you use some other indicators in the four hour chart, you can 
manually close trades at the top and bottom of major trends to capture even 
greater profits (instead of letting the long trailing stops give back some 
profits)...even just using a stochastic oscillator set at 15,5,3 and the heiken ashi 
candles will help you close manually with better profits. 
When you purchase the Crusher EA (currently still only $97), you'll receive an 
extra bonus download of an indicator that's called ForexProphet...it shows the up 
and down trends.

ORDER NOW FOR ONLY $97!!!
BUYING TIP:  do NOT order the backend product, it's not worth it

This is NOT a hedging EA and is not affected by the new May 15 NFA non-
hedging rule for US brokers.

G.  FxProMaker2 EA

This EA is a hedging/grid/martingale EA and is the result of 2008 failures in 
coding.  Now it's safer than before and extremely profitable.  

If you want to hedge trade offshore with the best martingale, then this is the one.

Here's the website, check out the live accounts and download a free demo 
EA and manual:

http://www.cynthia-recommends.info/FxProMaker2_ExpertAdvisor.htm

You can lease the EA for 6 or 12 months or join their Private Forum...they have 
new programmers this year and are coming out with some exciting new 
EA's....as a Private Forum Member, you can use all EA's for free.
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PLACED IN THE DOG HOUSE:

1.  Forex Auto Cash Robot

This was a very recent highly publicized and marketed launch and I bought the 
EA just out of curiosity.  I knew that a “No Losing Trades” EA either had to be a 
grid EA (which is ok and works) or it had to have no stop (a big no-no) or a huge 
stop....which is what this turned out to be.  Give me a break!  A 650 stop is as 
good as no stop at all!  Do they think we're idiots?!!!  Let a trade go as little as 
200 pips in the wrong direction and it can be bye-bye account!  And all for a 6 pip 
take profit?!!!  I'm astounded at the gall of some marketers to sell us such dog 
doo-doo.

2.  The Forex Breakout System
I'm downgrading this EA because during the recent market volatility, the trades 
couldn't be placed because the market was moving so fast and I kept getting 
error messages and Trade Context Busy.  If it can't catch the big moves, then I'm 
not interested.

3.  Halcyon's Trend-Tracer & Sidewinder

The Trend-Tracer & Sidewinder EA's just can't hang onto profits.  It wins one, 
then loses one, then wins one, etc. and we are not getting ahead!

4.  Forex Tracer

This EA just could not quit placing buys at the top and sells at the bottom.  It just 
never could detect a trend reversal.

5.  Forex Beater

In spite of successive upgrades, this EA could barely place a trade.  I tried it in 
every time frame and it just didn't perform.
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6.  Silicon Forex

This EA was better than the ones above but didn't make enough profit to justify 
the cost.

7.  Project Pips

Big flashy launch but this EA was such a poor performer, I just wonder how they 
can make any money if everyone gets a refund!

BTW, you can get your own Clickbank refund by emailing your receipt to: 
refunds@clickbank.com

8.  Forex Hunter

This Ea was another pathetic performer.

9.  Forex Auto Pilot
Two websites with similar names, one gives you 8 dog EA's, none of which work. 
The other gives you 1 EA which works ok but not with the default settings and 
the results are not very consistent.

The one NOT to buy is this:
http://www.forexautopilot.com/

It's being heavily promoted but should be avoided.

The other one that I no longer recommend, as the results are just not consistent 
enough for me:
http://www.forex-autopilot-system.com/

10.  Trend 4X and Trading Profit Booster

Both of these different EA's very quickly ate up demo accts, within a matter of 
days!

All I can say, is that I think there's a conspiracy to defraud us, by some oriental 
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marketer that you can recognize by the english phrasing on the affiliate pages of 
all four of these websites above.  There are other similar characteristics like the 
talking man and the discount offered when you close the webpage.  This seems 
to be a trend that probably won't quit.  

The only good thing is that you can email refunds@clickbank.com and get your 
money back within 60 days if you feel you've been sold a lemon EA.

11.  Kiss Futures 

With the advent of my recommended EA's that are so much better,  we no longer 
need Kiss Futures.  Why settle for 150 pips a month?

12.  Pipforia and Pointbreak

The drawdowns were just getting to be too much and the settings for both of 
these EA's were just too complicated....and so as much as I liked them for an 
average of 20%/mo, I felt that with the newer EA's becoming available that 
performed better with smaller drawdowns, that I could retire both of these.

NOTE:  The Pointbreak guys released a new EA on October 15, named 
DTS-1, which they say is much better than Pointbreak, it earns better 
profits and has smaller drawdowns that don't go on as long.  I'll be demo 
testing it soon and will report on it when I'm convinced.

13. Forex Killer

Because their website advertised “great for newbies”, this has caused lots of 
trouble and confusion, as the software was not really that easy to use and 
newbies just didn't know how to use the trade recommendations.  Lots of forums 
had to spring up to help people, as the customer service email address on the 
website was not responsive.  I just didn't like what I saw happening and thought it 
best to place this software into the doghouse.
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14.  Forex Raptor

This was another piece of software that was supposed to give you trade signals 
but it screwed up my laptop so badly that I had to have a techie fix it for me and 
that cost me $60!  Now maybe this didn't happen to everyone but it happened to 
me and I just can't recommend it.

15.  The Range Trader EA

This EA was been my biggest disappointment last year.  I started using it when it 
first came out at in 2008.  At that time, it scalp trading only the EurGbp, which 
was great because it was the perfect EA to automate my Lazy Grid Trading 
manual trading system.

Then they started messing with the code, they said it was an improvement, but 
they said it would be best traded with the Eur/Usd – Usd/Chf pairs, sort of a 
semi-hedged correlation with the grid scalping.  The correlated pairs ran up huge 
profits very fast, as the scalping was really fast and furious, but then there would 
be a sudden loss of all the profits, as the market moved fast and big wide stops 
got hit.

After that, they have re-coded it to trade only the Eur/Usd, but it no longer trades 
the same type of grid and it isn't really a scalper anymore and rarely takes 
trades.  I can't even get it to trade on the Eur/Gbp at all with my grid settings, so 
it's no good anymore for that trading system.

So this EA, after being tweaked so many times, and my favorite in the beginning, 
now barely trades at all, and with so many great EA's available now, I just have 
to send it to the doghouse.

 
16.  The Bogie Neural Net EA

After many transformations and upgrades this year, I have to give up on this EA. 
Being a trend-following EA for the EurUsd, it just couldn't hang onto the trend.  I'll 
be on the lookout for another upgrade if one comes and I'll test it thoroughly.
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17.  The Shark and The Griffin

How can two EA's manage to NOT be able to take small scalps at least once a 
day???!!!  And they have quit replying to emails....bad, bad, bad customer 
support.

18.  The Forex Bull EA

It started out great and went downhill from there.  They say they're working on an 
upgrade, we'll see soon what it's like.

19.  FapTurbo

I bought it the day it came out at the end of Nov, '08...it worked ok for about a 
month....it has an occasional big loss which completely wipes out too much 
profit!  In spite of many upgrades, I just lost interest.

20.  Triple X

Have been waiting for an upgrade since November...since the creator got skin 
cancer, I haven't heard from him....maybe sometime in the future.

Trading Software Programs That I Like:

These programs aren't robots or EA's, but instead manual trading systems 
or software programs that either trade for you or tell you want and when or 
how to trade.  These ARE in order of my preference.

A.  Forget Forex, Trade Oil!

Bet that got your attention!  I created a whole new website around this subject,
if you go there, you can read about everything new for me:

http://www.cynthia-recommends.info/forget_forex_trading.htm
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TRADE OIL AND GOLD AND THE MINI DOW!

Now you can trade futures and metals and stocks on the MT4 
platform!
The Real Professionals Trade Oil Because It Is Easier And More Profitable. Completely 
Genuine Website Run By A Full Time Oil Trader. Includes an E-Book Guide And 
Software Indicators For MetaTrader and regular updates and current info.

B.  THE L-M-T Trading System:  Low Maintenance Trading
This is a software program that gives you trade signals and shows you the major 
trend with up and down arrows.  It's based on price action and not some lagging 
indicators.

It's designed for the 4 hour or daily charts and you can trade whenever you feel 
like it.  It comes with some good indicators and you can spend 10 minutes a day 
monitoring your trades.

http://www.daytradeforex.com/recommends/LMT

C.  The Supra Forex Manual Trading Method

This manual trading system is designed so that you only spend about 30 minutes 
each Sunday nite to place your trades in multiple 4 hour charts.  
It teaches you how to look at the high, low and close of the price of your multiple 
pairs from Friday day-end.  Then you place pending buy/sell stop orders with the 
stop and take profit orders and just let them go during the week....and close any 
open orders on Friday.  You will know where and when to move your trade to 
breakeven and you can use a trailing stop if you want to rake in more pips.

This is a fabulous manual trading system for those with full time jobs or those 
who would rather be on the golf course or at the beach during the day! (that's 
me!) I don't have to get up early to look at charts either, that's the really great 
part.  
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30 minutes a week is all you need to spend at placing and managing your trades! 
Don't over trade, day trade, or spend hours at your pc, it isn't necessary! 
Learn from this great 30 minute manual system....use the software to give 
you buy/sell pending trades for the week for multiple pairs....set and forget!
http://www.daytradeforex.com/recommends/SupraForex

D.  The Probability Meter

A trend strength indicator for the MT4 platform, the Probability Meter gives the 
most  probable way where the trend is going.  Because it is based on current 
feed and is updated each coming tick, this is a great tool for scalping or short 
term trading style.

The global result in percent (%) is calculated with a strong formula according to a 
combination of price action, 13 standard indicators on 7 timeframes and 2 
additional indicators ... your 2 preferred mq4 trend indicators will be coded inside 
your personal Probability Meter.  I find the probability meter a great visual tool for 
any style of trading. 
Check it out here:

http:www.cynthia-recommends.info/probability_meter.htm

TIP:  I use this meter in conjunction with the Stealth trading indicators. 
While the Stealth Early Bird audio alert and buy/sell arrows give you the 
entry, this indicator will tell you the strength of the trend and keep you out 
of potential whipsaw trades....a great combo!  Works great with any manual 
trading style, including scalping with George's technique or with Hector's 
or Tiger's methodology.  You can also use it on the FXPRO mt4 platform to 
trade futures or stocks or currencies.  I use it to trade oil and the mini dow.
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E.  The Hector Forex Manual Trading Course
Hector is well-known on the net and in many forums for being a really great 
trader and teacher.  Now he has his trading system available for a very 
reasonable price.  It includes 17 hours of videos where you actually watch him 
place trades.  
Two important things he also gives you are his Trend-Scanning custom indicator 
for the mt4 platform: it finds solid trends across any currency pair or time frame! 
Watch the video on his website, this is a very valuable tool to have.  He also 
gives you a Custom Excel sheet to calculate your Money Management and track 
record and Trade Plans.
Click here to learn more and to watch his videos:
http://www.daytradeforex.com/recommends/Hector

F.  Forex-Trading-Made-EZ
If you like scalping the Euro during the London or US session, then this program 
is for you!  12 easy short videos show you how to download and use a piece of 
free software from the net and set up your trading platform.  Watch a short clip of 
how George trades and see how he turned $500 into over $1,000 in just 14 days!
http://www.forex-trading-made-ez.com/77/77.html 

Here's a Forex Peace Army review:
http://www.forexpeacearmy.com/public/review/www.forex-trading-made-ez.com

George is an ex-airline pilot and is really meticulous in his record-keeping and 
price charts.  If you don't like to really prepare your trading day by collecting 
prices and recording everything on a form, then this won't be for you.  But if 
you're also a meticulous trader, then you'll love his system.
Here's how to order George's ebook:
http://www.daytradeforex.com/recommends/GeorgeSmith
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G.  The Stealth Trading System

This is a manual trading system for the MT4 platform and they give you several 
indicators that I really like.  The best is the Early Bird indicator:  it is an audio 
alert with a pop up window and green buy arrows and red sell arrows.  I have it 
on 4 of my favorite currency pairs in my favorite timeframe (15 min), and I can be 
anywhere in the house and hear the audio alert....makes trading really easy and I 
don't have to be tied to the pc.   When I wake up groggy in the morning, I don't 
have to try to analyze anything, the arrows tell me just what to do .  The signals 
work in any timeframe, you can scalp or position trade.

http://dt4x2.stealthfx.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=RRR

H.  The 10 Minute Wealth Builder

Using only price action and no indicators, you
will learn how to take only 10 minutes each day
to find and place and manage your trades.

No intraday trading, no over-trading, no indicators
to learn.  Just price action based on support and
resistance and some simple candle formations.
Here's one paragraph from his website that I totally
relate to, as it's how I live my life:

"Using the freedom this business provides, I have
traveled the globe and visited a lot of amazing
places. If I'm not living in the Caribbean, then
I'm usually off enjoying other parts of the world
and all I need to make money is a laptop."

I relate to this paragraph because I currently
live in the Caribbean, Cancun, Mexico, on the ocean
and I like to travel to the western side of Mexico
and also to Hawaii...and to my home in Arizona and
to California.  All I need is my laptop to earn a
good living trading forex.

So if you desire to have this type of lifestyle
too, just go here to learn how, for only $77, this
is a steal:
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http://www.daytradeforex.com/recommends/10MinWealthBuilder

I.   The Forex Hitman

If you are new to the MT4 trading platform and haven't quite gotten brave 
enough to try a robot, and you need help with learning how to use the custom 
indicators and download templates and indicators and actually place different 
kinds of trades, then you'll appreciate this ebook.  It comes with two kinds of 
templates and some good basic indicators and teaches you how to download 
everything and place trades.  It's very good for the novice mt4 trader.

http://www.daytradeforex.com/recommends/Hitman

What Brokerage Should You Use?

Cynthia’s Favorite Forex Brokerage

For 3 years, I used ODL Securities thru BackBayFX, my preferred IB.  However, 
when the FapTurbo EA came out, ODL starting closing accounts without warning 
because they were losing money from the nature of the scalping robot....seems 
they didn't have a way to take positions against it and became very upset.

Through BackBayFX (BBFX), we have taken our robots over to either FXDD or 
FXCM.  BBFX has swung some great deals for us and they've been assured by 
FXDD that our robots will be welcomed for the time being.

I think that ultimately we need to be running our robots at an ECN/MT4 platform. 
Right now, the only one up and running is at FXCM.  Because this is such new 
technology, there are a few others coming soon, but some won't be true ECN's.  

It seems that there is a thing where so-called ECN's are not really passing all 
trades straight through to the banks, but are collecting baskets of accumulated 
trades or "aggregating", and later dump the whole basket over at a bank, and 
may sometimes lose money or come out ahead, hoping for an overall net gain in 
the long run.

This is ok for them as long as most robots and manual trading are unprofitable 
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for the trader, which means profits for the broker.

However, we are getting more and more profitable robots as time goes by, 
FapTurbo being one that got popular very fast.  ODL was "aggregating" their 
baskets of trades and were coming out at a loss, thus precipitating a ban on all 
scalping EA's, not just the FapTurbo.

In the opinion of myself and other professionals, it's just a matter of time before
all dealing desk brokers will either outright ban all robots or mess so badly with 
the data feed or find something else to mess with the performance of EA's, that 
we will be forced to take our robots to ECN/MT4 platforms  like FXCM.

The reason true ECN's don't mind profitable robots or profitable manual traders 
is because all trades really do go straight thru to the banks.  FXCM, for example, 
makes it's money on the volume of trades, they get a portion of the spread, and 
so they want volume and they don't care if we make or lose money...they aren't 
trading against us like a dealing desk does.

BBFX can get us set up with FXCM for some robots that scalp.  They can get us 
100:1 leverage and an opening account balance of only $2,000, vs $5,000.  

The only drawback with FXCM is that they still don't provide a demo mt4 platform 
and we can't trade with micro mini lots ( 0.01 ), only mini lots ( .1 ).  So you have 
to trade robots that can trade with mini lots or you have to have a very big 
starting account size.

You can read more about BBFX and get links to open live accounts with FXCM:

http://www.cynthia-recommends.info/robotsupport.php

On the subject of brokers, this seems like a good place to announce that I've 
recently become an Introducing Broker for FXPRO.

The reason I did this is because I started trading sweet lite crude oil, gold and 
the mini-dow on their mt4 platform because they offer these trading instruments 
as well as currencies.

I have to say that trading oil and gold and the mini-dow is much easier for me 
because of the cushy trading hours.  U.S. traders will understand what I mean.  I 
just can't get up anymore at 2 am CST to try to catch the London open!  I can 
barely get up to catch the New York open at 6 am!

So I discovered trading oil and gold and the mini-dow on the FXPRO mt4 
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platform and the trading hours for these instruments are during the US stock 
market hours...the first two hours and the last two hours are the most volatile and 
the best trading hours....I can handle that!  What a blessing!

I'm using the MAX trading system to trade oil and gold and the mini-dow and life 
is nice and profits are great!

I created a new website to offer more information about the FXPRO platform and 
trading oil and gold and the mini-dow.  I have to admit that there's no benefit for 
you to make me your IB at FXPRO, but it won't cost you anything extra either, so 
you can do it if you like!  I will appreciate it, as it will be like you saying "thank 
you" for learning about trading oil and the mini-dow.  

I'm also live running some very profitable robots there, so you can consider that 
also.  Robominer, MegaDroid, Crusher, Euro-Blaster, The Magic Machine and 
the M5G Cyborg are my favorite robots and they do very well there.

If you have a hedging robot or manual trading method and you can trade ok 
with .1 mini lot (the minimum lot size), then you should check it out.

Here's my new website for FXPRO and trading oil and gold and the mini-dow:

http://www.cynthia-recommends.info/forget_forex_trading.htm

You can download an FXPRO trading platform and open a live account with 
my link.

Big Changes Are Coming in Forex…

How will this affect you?

CLICK HERE to find out more.
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ECN vs Dealing Desks:  Which is Best For Your  
Robot Trading?

CLICK HERE to find out more.

Need a good Virtual Server for running your robots all day and nite?

To run your robots, your PC needs to be on 24 hours a day during  the trading 
week...but if you don't want to run your PC day and nite for the whole trading 
week, check out using a Virtual Personal Server (VPS).
 
You'll be able to run about 5 demo or live trading accts with this plan.  Please 
don't ask me for tech support, I rely on others myself for techie help!

Use the VPS pdf manual and videos provided by CNS on my robot support site.

You want to choose the Virtual Servers & Desktops for Online Traders, as MT4 
only runs on Windows.  It's called The Trader's Desktop.

This is great for travelers or for situations where your internet or electrical 
connectivity is funky.

For more info on using a VPS, please visit my robot support website:

http://www.cynthia-recommends.info/robotsupport.php
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Here's a  free gift for you:

This Link will take you to a specially prepared Self-Improvement Mental Training 
Session, "Overcoming Fear of Failure".   FOR FREE! 
http://www.daytradeforex.com/recommends/TradingMindGift  /  

By sitting for this 9-minute training, once a day, for 2 weeks, you will transform 
any notions of the fear of failure into strength and confidence to follow your 
trading system.

More Info:

Traders are always looking for an edge...

So, here's something that if you pay just a LITTLE ATTENTION to, your
trading results will improve:

Your mental and emotional discipline.

There's really only one premier product on the market that I know that can 
help you, and here's what Glen Johnston, a trader from Canberra, Australia 
had to say about it...

"I've been using TradingMind Software and find it helpful and effective,
even though I'm only using it twice a week, for 7 or 8 minutes each time. Even
at this rate, I do find it has helped me calm down a lot, and develop a more
focused view, of both the trading process and managing my psychological recoil 
at taking losses.  Thanks and cheers for now, Glen"

My feeling is that if you are not paying even just A LITTLE ATTENTION to
improving your focus and discipline, you're likely leaving money on the table.

So take some action on your own behalf, click below to see TradingMind
Software:

http://products.directyourmind.com/z/38/CD94
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My Latest Trading System 

Get Lazy and Rich!

A TRUE "Set and Forget" totally mechanical trading 
system so easy that you can teach your kid or mother 

or grandmother how to do it!

Learn how to turn your pc into a cash machine!
My new system:

•       Needs little money to start with, even $250 is ok (needs micro mini lots)
 

•       Doesn't use technical indicators or chart patterns
 

•       Doesn't use stops and has minimal drawdowns
 

•       Has minimal losing trades
 
•      Makes on average 10% weekly

•       No need to leave your PC running

•       No need to watch your trades, they are truly "Set and Forget"

•       Check your positions only three times each day, it takes about 5 minutes
 

•       Teach your kids and friends and parents and grandparents how to do this!

Please visit my new website to get more information:

http://www.daytradeforex.com/lazygridtrading.htm

We provide regular updates and trading tips for this trading system after 
you purchase.
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NOTE:  The recommended EA to trade this method automatically is the 
FXPROmaker2.  Please visit my website to learn more and download the 
free demo EA and manual:

http://www.cynthia-recommends.info/FxProMaker2_ExpertAdvisor.htm

"If working hard is the key to success, then why isn't my nice garbage man a
millionaire?"   --  Claude Diamond

Happy Forex Trading! 

Cynthia Macy
The Day Trade Forex Team, since 2003

Your Forex Training Leaders with a combination of 55 years stock options, 
futures and forex trading experience! We're here to help you towards your 
trading success!

"Get educated! More education means more profits! Buy a new forex trading 
tutorial today!"

Our other forex trading e-Books:
http://www.daytradeforex.com/products.htm

SPECIAL OFFER!

72 HOUR SALE ON ALL DAY TRADE FOREX TRADING EBOOKS!

Click here to find out the details:

http://www.daytradeforex.com/72_Hour_Sale_All_Products.htm

P.S. Become an affiliate of ours and earn 50% sales commissons for promoting
our forex e-Books! Click on http://www.daytradeforex.com/products.htm and 
then click on the Affiliate tab to learn more.
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Questions? Comments? Need support? support@daytradeforex.com

DISCLAIMERS:

Cynthia Macy, Manager of Day Trade Forex, LLC, and any affiliates or 
associates, will not be held responsible for the reliability or accuracy of the 
information available  in this document. The content provided is put forward in 
good faith and believed to  be accurate, however, there are no explicit or implicit 
warranties of accuracy or guarantees that the readers of this course will make 
profits trading Currencies.

The reader agrees not to hold Cynthia Macy, Day Trade Forex, LLC or any
affiliates or associates, liable for decisions that are based on information from
The Day Trade Forex System or this e-book or any of the affiliate links or
recommendations.

No stock, futures, options, commodity, forex, or bond trading system can 
guarantee profits. The risk of loss exists in stock, options, futures, commodity, 
forex and bond trading. Only use risk capital that won’t affect your lifestyle.

FURTHER DISCLAIMER: The information on this site is for educational 
purposes only.  DayTradeForex.com is not offering advice nor is qualified or 
licensed to provide financial advice. You must seek guidance from your personal 
advisors before acting on this information. Trading can result in losses. We will 
accept no responsibility for any losses you may incur. Do not invest more than 
you can afford to lose.

By entering our websites and/or purchasing our ebooks or reports, you agree to 
hold harmless the owners, principles, managers and all affiliates and associates 
of Day Trade Forex, LLC, for any and all losses you may incur by purchasing 
and using any of the Day Trade Forex Trading Systems or any other trading 
systems or educational or trading e-books, robots or Expert Advisors (EA's) you 
may purchase through our recommendation.

U.S. Government Required Disclaimer - Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission:
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Forex, futures and options trading has large potential rewards, but also large 
potential risk. You must be aware of the risks and be willing to accept them in 
order to invest in the Forex, futures and options markets. Don't trade with money 
you can't afford to lose. This report/e-Book is neither a solicitation nor an offer to 
Buy/Sell Forex futures or options. No representation is being made that any 
account will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those discussed in 
this report/e-Book. The past performance of any trading system or methodology 
is not necessarily indicative of future results.

Copyright: All Rights Reserved for Day Trade Forex, LLC. 2003-2009
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